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Abstract
The emergence of social networks have opened a new paradigm for professional
groups to student groups to exchange their information with their contemporaries
quickly and efficiently. The social networking enables to set up relations among the
people (called actors) who share common interests, activities or connections. An actor
or a person plays a predominant role in sharing social networking services, hence
optimal modelling of an actor is essential. An actor model must be defined with several
issues concerning to interests, activities, devices used, etc. In this paper, we present
a generic actor model for a professional social network (GAMPSON) by considering
actor’s personally identifiable information, professional information, activity, social
status, etc. The designed GAMPSON is tested over professional social networks such as
agriculture social network and museum social network, where GAMPSON generates
unique actors associated with the agriculture and museum social network, and renders
relations among the actors. Results demonstrated that it is simple and accurate to generate actors and their relations in any social network along with provision of information over database.
Keywords: Generic actor model, Actor relation, Agriculture social network, Museum
social network

Background
With the development of internet technology, a social network [1–4] provides a new way
of communication, entertainment and gaining information [5]. Social networks [6–9]
have influenced people of different regions and professionals to share the information
due to the advancement in the technology [10, 11]. The main goal of a social network
is to make the information space [12, 13] where a person can share information like
thoughts, personal data, events, etc. It shares the basic purpose of interaction and communication [14], and specifies goals and patterns that vary significantly across different
regions of people. Visibility of information [15, 16], structural variations [17, 18] and
access [19–22] are the significant characteristics of a social network.
A social network is a social structure [23–27] among individuals known as actors or
organisations. The social network also defines a group of actors connected by a set of
relationships that are continuously changing. The crucial factor here is relationships
among actors that are required for construction of a social network [28]. Hence, as an
important research area, developing a social network focuses relationships associated
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with the actors. Once a social network is constructed, it could be used to analyse knowledge discovery, finding access, searching actors, groups, relations, etc. In general, developing a social network [29] covers the area of any network, and metrics used are based
on the mathematics of graph theory [30–32] regardless of the connections. After constructing a social network, its ultimate goal is sharing knowledge [33–36]. In summary,
a social network consists of an actor, and its relevant information and association. Thus,
an actor model in a social network is essential in precisely determining relation among
the actors.
Social networks have gained importance for their functionality enabling people to
obtain information based on relationships. This capability comes from a well-defined
actor model. Therefore, first thing to architect should be the actor model by which relationships can be build among actors. Formally modelling and analysing an actor model
[37] for a social network has deep impact on the development of high quality social network systems. An actor model can have explicit form, meaning that we can determine
specific things about an actor model. For example, relations among actors in a social
network must be deterministic in nature, meaning that given a set of actors with definitive properties, a model should be able to replicate same relations every time. If an actor
model is a good approximation of the real world social network actors, then a definitive
assurance about the actor model gives us confidence in the real world realisation. Such
certainty is crucial, particularly for social networks, where relation among actors are of
utmost importance. A rigorous approach towards formalising and analysing the actor
model can help us in determining relations among actors more effectively and efficiently.
Studying actor models gives us insight into how social networks are helpful in the real
world.
An actor model based on actor’s professional information, activity, etc., is difficult
to address, and also dynamic data variations, changing relations and varying privileges
imposes complexities in actor modelling. The social network simplifies the complexities,
and there are few actor models that are currently deployed [37–39] which partially covered professional information, activity, etc. in social networks.
Proposed idea

The main contribution of our work can be summarised as follows. The basic idea is to
propose formalism in constructing an actor model based on the characteristic features
for modelling and analysing relation among actors in a social network. We propose a
generic actor model for a professional social network (GAMPSON) which represents
many characteristic features of an actor like personally identifiable information, professional information, activity, etc., and relations among the actors are built based on
these characteristic features. The proposed model builds hierarchical and equivalence
relations among the actors and is much more compact compared to the other models.
The use of the GAMPSON for generating various professional social networks (e.g., agriculture social network) has many advantages. On the one hand, it is a tool for accurately
generating distinct actors and relationship among them via simulations. On the other
hand, it is possible to analyse variations of the information diffusion process using different settings of the model parameters such as varying the characteristic features of the
actors, and determining the relationships at various levels.
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Organisation of the paper

The organisation of the rest of the paper is as follows. “Some of the existing actor models of social networks” covers some of the existing actor models for social networks
where we discussed different actors models that were built along with their advantages
and disadvantages. Design of a GAMPSON was presented in “Generic actor model for
a professional social network” along with distinct characteristic features of actors such
as personal information, activity, etc. In order to demonstrate the applicability of the
model, we designed the actor specifications from the generic model for the professional
social networks such as agriculture social network (ASN) and museum social network
(MSN) were given in “Design of an actor for the agriculture social network andmuseum
social network using the GAMPSON” for provision of information such as seed, soil,
crop, etc. to the actors in case of ASN and exhibit information in case of MSN, respectively. Simulation environment of ASN and MSN with the designed actors and testing
results were discussed in “Simulation environment” and “Simulation results”, respectively. We compared the GAMPSON with other models, and showed results for accuracy of the model and relation among the actors in case of ASN and MSN. At last, we
concluded our work in “Conclusions”.

Some of the existing actor models of social networks
Several research works exist on actor models for traditional networks but not for social
networks, where a generative model for building synthetic human social network graphs
was presented [40] reproducing the properties of social relationships accurately, and
produced both macroscopic and microscopic structure. In this paper, authors used “triadic closure” and tried to match the properties of human social network. The parameters
used were based on graphs properties and not the actual human characteristics that are
essential in building a proper social network. Another approach called as heterogeneous
actor modelling was studied in [37] and prescribed an approach to a model based on
actors, where actors were considered as autonomous reasoning agents. Here, a more formal way of representing an actor as a network element was presented along with UML
diagrams, but failed to generate accurate quantifiable relationships. Actor-based slicing
techniques for efficient reduction of Rebeca models were proposed [41], and stepwise
slicing and bounded slicing were used to approximate the behaviour of the model. This
technique was applied to simulation models in formal way in order to reduce for model
reduction. They first constructed a controlled flow graph in the model, and then use it to
extract the control flow and data flow information of the model. In order to determine
relations based on contact, family, friend and comments were found [42], and showed
that different types of relationships required different similarity metrics. Here, similarity factors included in metrics were tag frequency, vocabulary overlap, etc. to construct
a network, but more basic parameters such as name, occupation, etc. were not considered. Investigation of the social actor model of information systems through an empirical exploration of communication information technology (ICT) was carried out [43]
and results suggested that the social actor model can be conceptualised in three dimensions such as interaction, affiliation and environment. Here, parameters such as identity,
interaction, affiliation and environment size were used for actor modelling, but failed to
show how to construct relation among actors mathematically.
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Some of the works on actor model were based on actor profile data, graph structures,
connectivity relations, etc. Stochastic actor-based models for dynamics of directed networks were studied [38] and showed an extended form can be used to analyse longitudinal data on social networks with changing attributes of the actors. The model supposed
to use minimum mathematics along with some of the properties of graphs such as outdegree, reciprocity, ego, alter,etc., and used directed relations overall, but again did not
consider basic properties of actors. In another work, Sudhakara [44] showed how various actors of energy system were making the system worked, and what incentives and
constraints each of the actors experienced. This work was more related to household
energy consumption and defined energy related actors based on their use. Use of profile
data to construct a graph structure was carried out [39] and proposed a simple model to
utilise both observable connectivity relation and profile graph. Here, much more rigorous mathematics was used along with similarity measures, and also specified weighted
graph model to find relations among the actors. The main disadvantage with this model
was its complexity in determining relations. Semantic annotation of abstract models
of actor ecosystem [45] could be used to derive executable process models that realise
those systems. Here, a partial actor eco system for a transport organisation was proposed with logical operators such as AND, OR and XOR. The advantage of this model
was its simplicity in nature but lacked in precision. Other approach in building formal
model of social network with rigorous maths along with algorithm were also studied
in [46] illustrated the idea and demonstrated the effectiveness of high level Petri nets
with channels for formally modelling of social networks and analysed a friend suggestion
function in it. Again the disadvantage of such model was its complexity and understandability. In another approach, social relation extraction system using dependency-kernelbased support vector machine was proposed [47], and classified input sentences on the
basis of describing social relations between two people. The social relation extraction
process was too complex in nature and its applicability was limited.
We have made an attempt to capture the generic model of an actor of a specific professional social network. We have found that our model is complete by drawing a set of
characteristic features of an actor based on the type of activities, social status, qualifications, etc. rather than using tag or rule based approach. We also found that an actor can
be defined by a set of generic features is more adaptable than using tags or rule based
approaches. Our model is simple in nature and its applicability on social networks has
produced good results.

Generic actor model for a professional social network
In this section, we present a GAMPSON which initially gathers distinct characteristic
features of an actor such as personally identifiable information, professional information,
social status, activity, and history (shown in Fig. 1). Depending upon an individual actor
these characteristic features vary, and relations among actors can be built based on these
characteristics features of the actors. Dynamic change of the characteristic features and
varying relations among actors are the key factors in the proposed GAMPSON.
We define the actor of a social network as a five tuple and its structure is as follows.


ai = PerIi , ProfIi , Acti , Histi , SocSi
(1)
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Fig. 1 Generic actor model for a professional social network.

where,
––  Personally identifiable Information (PerIi) of the actor ai : PerIi is used to identify the
actor uniquely. We consider this information as PerIi = {peri1 , peri2 , ..., perin }. For example, peri1 = Name, peri2 = address, peri3 = IP address, peri4 = Telephone number,
etc.
–– Professional Information (ProIi) of the actor ai : ProIi is used to provide profession
information of the actor. We recognise this information as ProIi = {pro1i , pro2i , ..., prom
i }.
For example, pro1i = education, pro2i = occupation, pro3i = qualification, pro4i = role,
etc.
–– Activity ( Acti) of the actor ai : Acti is used to provide activity information of the
p
actor. We recognise this information as Acti = {acti1 , acti2 , ..., acti }. For example,
acti1 = research, acti2 = publications, etc.
–– History (Histi) of the actor ai : Histi is used to indicate history of the actor. We consider
this information as Histi = {histi1 , histi2 , ..., histis }. For example, histi1 = coordination,
histi2 = interactions, etc.
–– Social Status (SocSi) of the actor ai : SocSi is used to indicate social information of
the actor. We consider this information as SocSi = {soci1 , soci2 , ..., socil }. For example,
soci1 = religion, soci2 = ethnicity, soci3 = class, soci4 = position, etc.
–– Thus a typical actor ai in a social network can be represented as

ai = {XYZ, 21st street (NY ), 080 − 86945668, PhD,
Professor, academics, research, publications}
Weight allocation to the actor’s characteristic features

We have considered values (see Table 1) for every characteristic feature to capture the
realistic feature of an actor. In education system, if a person is BE (Bachelor of Engineering), then he has supposed to pass 1st to 10th standard, then 2 years in junior college,
and later 4 years in Engineering. Hence for BE we have taken 10 + 2 + 4 = 16. Similarly
for BS it is 10 + 2 + 3 = 15 and for MS it is 10 + 2 + 3(for BS) + 2(for MS) = 17. For ME
it is 10 + 2 + 4 + 2 = 18 and for PhD it is 10 + 2 + 4 + 2 + 5 = 23. We also have considered type of work done by actors, class of degree, g-index and h-index for education.
Hence the total weight of the actor ai based on education is calculated as
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Table 1 Characteristic features and their values used in the GAMPSON
Characteristic features

Sub characteristics

Set

Weights

1. Personally identifiable
information (PerI)

Name (peri1)

{Name of the actors}

1 for common name

Address (peri2)

{Home address of the
actors}

1 for common address

IP address (peri3)

{0.0.0.0.0.0 to FF.FF.FF.FF.
FF.FF}

1 for common IP address

Telephone number (peri4) {Telephone numbers of this
actors}
2. Professional Information Education (pro1i )
(ProI)

{PhD, ME, MS, BE, BS}

1 for common telephone number
15I(BS) + 16 I(BE)
+17 I(MS) + 18 I(ME)
+23 I(PhD)

Occupation (pro2i )

3. Activity (Act)

4. History (Hist)

{Administration, Banking,
Finance, Businessman}

Exponential weights
(e−x )

Qualification (pro3i )

{Number of years spent
Gaussian weights (N(0, 1))
n college, equipment handled, courses,conferences}

Role (pro4i )

{Provider,collector,manager, Ordered exponential
security,farmer}
weights(ex )

Current (acti1)

{Research activity, course,
Priority weights
teaching, session conduction, group seminar,
meetings}

Past (acti2)

{joint number of publications, research topics
undertaken, conference
attended, positions held}

History of actor (histi)

{coordination, interactions, Gaussian weights (N(0, 1))
worked on similar project,
research similarity, published, papers}

Rank of activity

Weight of education of ai = (Number of years spent the college by ai )
+ (g − index of ai ) + (h − index of ai )
+ (class of degree of ai )
For occupation, we have assigned exponential weights because the probability of occurring of an event or activity of an administrator is greater than banker, finance, and businessman. For example, in the agriculture social network, the probability of a scientist
(who is administrator) enquiring about soil contents, type of crop, etc. is greater than
banker, farmer, and labourer. Also, a professor working in an engineering department
will be less interested in the agriculture related activities than a professor in the department of organic chemistry. For history, since history always gets accumulated, hence the
Gaussian curve will be formed due to law of large numbers. Consider actors ai and aj
where if education level of ai is PhD then it takes value as 23, and education level of aj is
ME then it takes value 18. Also, if an actor ai has name “Peter Allen” and an actor aj has
name “John Allen”, then actors ai and aj have common sirname. Hence, the value of the
name is given as 1 and same follows for home address, IP address, and telephone number. Activity such as teaching, research activity, session, seminar, publications, research,
conference attended, and positions held are assigned weights based on their rank. For
example, if number of courses taught are two, then weight of teaching is 2.
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Thus, if an actor ai is PhD, administrator, and teaching, and an actor aj is ME, administrator, and teaching, then

Weight of an actor ai based on common characteristic features
= Wai =

23 + e−1 + 2
= 6.3419
4

Weight of an actor aj based on common characteristic features
= Waj =

18 + e−1 + 2
= 5.0919
4

Relation among actors in a social network

A relation (Rij = R(ai , aj )) defines the way in which two actors ai and aj are connected
in a social network. A relation Rij can be defined as an expression involving one or more
characteristic features of actors ai and aj. Relation among actors ai and aj is set up based
on their characteristic features as



Rij = R(ai , aj ) = PerIi ∩ PerIj } + {ProIi ∩ ProIj + {Acti ∩ Actj }
+ {SocSi ∩ SocSj } + {Histi ∩ Histj }

(2)

The categorisation of the relation (Rij) among actors ai and aj is given by

if (Wai − Waj ) > 0
 hierarchical
if (Wai − Waj ) = 0
R(ai , aj ) = equivalence

no relation
otherwise
Hierarchical relation among actors

Consider actors ai, aj, and ak as shown in Fig. 2, where ai and aj have common features
such as (ProIi ∩ ProIj � = φ and Acti ∩ Actj � = φ) PhD and ME, administrator, and teaching, i.e., the actor ai is PhD = 23, administrator = e−1, and teaching = 2, and the actor aj
is ME = 18, administrator = e−1, and teaching = 2.

Wai =

pro1i + pro2i + acti1
23 + e−1 + 2
=
= 6.3419
4
4

Fig. 2 Hierarchical relation among actors ai, aj, and ak.
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Waj =

pro1j + pro2j + actj1
4

=

18 + e−1 + 2
= 5.0919
4

Since Wai > Waj, the hierarchical relation exists among the actors ai and aj.
Also, actors aj and ak have common feature such as (ProIj ∩ ProIk � = φ) ME and BE,
and provider.

Waj =

Wak =

pro1j + pro4j
4

=

18 + e1
= 5.1795
4

pro1k + pro4k
16 + e1
=
= 4.6795
4
4

Since Waj > Wak, the hierarchical relation exists among the actors aj and ak .
Equivalence relation among actors

Consider actors ai, aj, and ak as shown in Fig. 3, where ai and aj have common features
such as (ProIi ∩ ProIj � = φ and Acti ∩ Actj � = φ) PhD and MS, courses, and research.
Similarly, actors ai and ak have common features such as (ProIi ∩ ProIk � = φ and
Acti ∩ Actk �= φ) PhD and MS, courses, and research.

Wai =

Waj =

Wak =

pro1i + pro3i + acti1
23 + 0.6352 + 1
=
= 6.1588
4
4
pro1j + pro3j + actj1
4

=

17 + 0.6352 + 1
= 4.6588
4

pro1k + pro3k + actk1
17 + 0.6352 + 1
=
= 4.6588
4
4

Since Wai > Waj, Wai > Wak, and Waj = Wak, the equivalence relation exists among the
actors aj and ak .

Design of an actor for the agriculture social network and museum social
network using the GAMPSON
We have considered the ASN for study because $32 billion was spent in developed and
developing countries (in 2008) on agriculture research [48]. Despite of spending such a

Fig. 3 Equivalence relation among actors aj and ak.
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huge ammount on the agriculture research, the relation among the participants remains
oblivious. We wanted to show a mathematical way in which these participant can come
together so as to share their knowledge based on the relations. Also, for comparison purpose, we have studied MSN because information provisioning to actors of museum [49]
is crucial based on relations among the actors. Hence, in this section, we demonstrate
applications such as the ASN and MSN using the GAMPSON. We have considered a
typical 25 actors based ASN and MSN as shown in Figs. 4 and 5, respectively. Dynamic
acquisition and updation of actors’ characteristic features such as personally identifiable
information, professional information, social status, activity, and history is the key to
define an actor for the ASN and MSN. We have explicitly defined characteristic features
such as personally identifiable information, professional information, activity, history,
and social status of actors related to the ASN and MSN. Actors and their characteristic
features used in the ASN and MSN are shown in Tables 2 and 3, respectively.

Relation among actors in the agriculture social network

Some of the actors along with their common characteristic features, weights, and relations used in the ASN are shown in Table 4. The relation among the actors in the agriculture social network can be given as follows.

Fig. 4 A typical application for the agriculture social network.

Fig. 5 A typical application for the museum social network.
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Table 2 Actors and their characteristic features used in the agriculture social network
Group

Actor

Characteristic features

Scientist (S) Principal scientist (PS)

{EFG, No.23(BR), 127.36.14.25, 080−4625, PhD and ME, administrator, collector, publications}

Junior scientist 1 (JS1)

{ABC, No.29(BR), 128.336.12.1, 080−2247, ME, conference, collector, publications}

Junior scientist 2 (JS2)

{FGI, No.17(BR), 182.693.25.78, ME, collector, publications}

Project assistant 1 (PA1) {XYZ, 22nd street(BR), 128.258.6.4, 080−5698, BE, conference}
Project assistant 2 (PA2) {HIK, No.102(BR), BE, collector, publications}

Banker (B)

Farmer (F)

Labour (L)

Senior scientist

{BCD, No.12(BR), PhD, 103.25.16.12, 080−4631, academic, courses, provider,
meetings, interaction}

Lab helper

{GHI,No.66(BR),interactions,coordination}

Lab peon

{ABD, No.130(BR), coordination,}

Bank owner

{CDE, 144th street(DC, 169.48.63.17, 066−4562, banking, administrator,
conferences}

Chairman

{EFL, 132th street(DC), 456.289.27.36, 066−4532, banking, meetings, coordination}

Director

{YPR, 122th street(DC), 465.236.59.45, 060−6421, banking, meetings, interactions}

CEO

{GPL, 103th street(DC), 456.13.465.44, 060−8456, banking, meetings, interactions}

Manager

{NDK, 102th street(DC), 146.23.256.14, 060−4452, banking, manager, coordination}

Assistant manager

{AST, 82th street(DC), 198.63.25.163, 060−7896, banking, manager, interactions}

Clerk (CL)

{CLK, 12th street(DC), 156.32.256.23, 060−4861, banking, collector, coordination}

Peon

{PEO, No.3 block2(DC), provider, interactions}

Head farmer

{HEF, 15th street(LA), 456.12.354.36, collector, finance}

Accountant

{CDF, 21st block(LA), 18.25.36.12,080−4697, collector, courses, coordination,
hindu}

Caretaker

{JFK, 55th street(LA), 080−4972, collector, equipment, handling}

Farm manager

{IJK, 43rdavenue(LA), 19.26.55.12,080−7895, finance, meeting,session conduction}

Labourer in charge

{VWX,45th(BR), 080−6348, businessman, coordination, christian}

Packager

{STU,25th(BR), 080−4589, businessman, interaction}

Processor

{LMN, 25th(BR), 080−4561,BE, equipment handling, interactions, christian}

Distributor

{ABL, 23rd(BR), 080−1523, businessman, provider, interactions}

Seller

{DEF, 55 street(LA), 080−4563, finance, session, conduction, interaction,
christian}

Hierarchical relation among actors in the agriculture social network

Consider actors PS, JS1, and PA1, where PS and JS1 have common professional information (ProIPS ∩ ProIJS1 � = φ and activity ActPS ∩ ActJS1 � = φ) such as PhD and ME, collector, and publications.

WPS =

WJS1 =

2
pro1PS + pro4PS + actPS
23 + e2 + 2
=
= 8.0972
4
4
2
pro1JS1 + pro4JS1 + actJS1

4

=

18 + e2 + 2
= 6.8472
4

Since WPS > WJS1, the hierarchical relation exists among the actors PS and JS1.
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Table 3 Actors and their characteristic features used in the museum social network
Group

Actor

Characteristic features

Group 1 (G1)

a1 G1

{ABCD, No.1135(NJ), 168.15.16.13, 084−4562, PhD and ME, christian}

a2 G1

{BCDE, No.4568(BR), 166.28.64.211, 097−1541, ME, hindu}

a3 G1

{CDEF, No.8954(NJ), 186.54.36.12, 145−4569, ME, sikh}

a4 G1

{DEFG, 44nd street(DC), 187.36.56.79, 986−4568, BE, christian}

a5 G1

{EFGH, No.51(NJ), 142.25.63.78, 965−4512, BE, sikh}

a6 G1

{FGHI, No.57(BR), 155.36.45.89, 789−4563, PhD, christian}

a1 G2

{GHIJ, No.77(NJ), 146.35.32.14, 147−6932, 8th std. 1st class, hindu}

a2 G2

{HIJK , No.76(BR), 165.89.7.36, 489−1254, 10th std. 2nd class, christian}

a3 G2

{IJKL, 148th street(DC), 145.69.85.64, 189−1234, 4th std. 2nd class, hindu}

a4 G2

{JKLM, 139th street(BR), 136.28.36.14, 478−0258, 10th std. 1st class, christian}

a5 G2

{KLMN, 127th street(NJ), 168.69.54.36, 741−1234, 12th std. 2nd class, christian}

a6 G2

{LMNO, 104th street(BR), 178.56.48.97, 982−4568, 10th std. 1st class, christian}

a1 G3

{MNOP, 118th street(NJ), 189.64.85.26, 698−4782, 9th std. 2nd class, hindu}

a2 G3

{NOPQ, 87th street(BR), 17.95.68.145, 634−7451, 6th std. 1st class, christian}

a3 G3

{OPQR, 82th street(DC), 173.59.86.124, 742−1453, 11th std. 3rd class, christian}

a4 G3

{PQRS, No.31 block2(DC), 148.56.42.29, 486−1287, 4th std. 1st class, hindu}

a5 G3

{QRST , 19th street(LA), 147.65.35.42, 489−1784, 3rd std. 1st class, christian}

a6 G3

{RSTU, 53st block(LA), 376.45.25.41, 965−1854, BE, sikh}

a1 G4

{STUV , 47th street(LA), 192.36.54.89, 789−9856, 12th std. 2nd class, christian}

a2 G4

{TUVW, 23rdavenue(NJ), 193.45.68.25, 863−1789, 8th std. 1st class, christian}

a3 G4

{UVWX , 44th(BR), 183.63.25.15, 983−4856, ME, hindu}

a4 G4

{VWXY, 88th(DC), 178.69.58.46, 489−6523, 5th std. 1st class, hindu}

a5 G4

{WXYZ, 47th(BR), 178.64.25.14, 685−2645, BE, christian}

a6 G4

{XYZA, 63rd(DC), 179.45.68.25, 698−7845, 12th std. 2nd class, christian}

a7 G4

{YZAB, 41 street(LA), 188.68.56.57, 687−1512, 10th std. 1st class, hindu}

Group 2 (G2)

Group 3 (G3)

Group 4 (G4)

Table 4 Actors along with their common characteristic features, weights, and relations
used in the ASN
Actors

Common characteristic features

Weight of actors

Relation
among actors

1. PS and JS1

pro1PS = PhD = 23, pro1JS1 = ME = 18,

WPS = 8.0972, WJS1 = 6.8472

WPS > WJS1
Hierarchical
relation

WPS = 8.0972, WJS2 = 6.8472

WPS > WJS2
Hierarchical
relation

WJS1 = 6.8472, WJS2 = 6.8472

WJS1 = WJS2
Equivalence
relation

WJS1 = 4.7158, WPA1 = 4.2158

WJS1 > WPA1
Hierarchical
relation

WJS2 = 6.4097, WPA2 = 6.3472

WJS2 > WPA2
Hierarchical
relation

pro4PS
2
actPS
2. PS and JS2

pro1PS = PhD = 23, pro1JS2 = ME = 18,
pro4PS
2
actPS

3. JS1 and JS2

= pro4JS2 = collector = e2 ,
2
= actJS2
= publications = 2

pro1JS1 = pro1JS2 = ME = 18, pro4JS1
=
=

4. JS1 and PA1

= pro4JS1 = collector = e2 ,
2
= actJS1
= publications = 2

pro4JS2
2
actJS2

= collector = e

2

2
, actJS1

= publications = 2

pro1JS1 = ME = 18, pro1PA1
16, pro3JS1

pro3PA1

=
= BE =
= conference = 0.8632
5. JS2 and PA2

pro1JS2 = ME = 18, pro1PA2 = BE
= 16, pro4JS2 = pro4PA2 = collector
2
2
= actPA2
= publications = 2
= e2 , actJS2
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Also, JS1 and PA1 have common professional information (ProIJS1 ∩ ProIPA1 � = φ)
such as ME and BE, and conference.

pro1JS1 + pro3JS1

WJS1 =

4

WPA1 =

=

18 + 0.8632
= 4.7158
4

pro1PA1 + pro3PA1
16 + 0.8632
=
= 4.2158
4
4

Since, WJS1 > WPA1, the hierarchical relation exists among the actors JS and PA1. Hence,
the hierarchical relation exists among the actors PS, JS1, and PA1 as shown in Fig. 6.
Equivalence relation among actors in the agriculture social network

Consider actors PS, JS1, and JS2, where PS and JS1 have common professional information (ProIPS ∩ ProIJS1 � = φ and activity ActPS ∩ ActJS1 � = φ) such as PhD and ME, collector, and publications. Similarly PS and JS2 have common professional information
(ProIPS ∩ ProIJS2 � = φ and activity ActPS ∩ ActJS2 � = φ) such as PhD and ME, collector,
and publications.

WPS =

2
pro1PS + pro4PS + actPS
23 + e2 + 2
=
= 8.0972
4
4

WJS1 =

WJS2 =

WPA2 =

2
pro1JS1 + pro4JS1 + actJS1

4
2
pro1JS2 + pro4JS2 + actJS2

4

=

18 + e2 + 2
= 6.8472
4

=

18 + e2 + 2
= 6.8472
4

2
pro1PA2 + pro4PA2 + actPA2
16 + e2 + 2
=
= 6.3472
4
4

Since, WPS > WJS1, WPS > WJS2, and WJS1 = WJS2, the equivalence relation exists among
the actors JS1 and JS2 as shown in Fig. 6. Also, WPA1 � = WPA2, hence the equivalence
relation doesn’t exists among the actors PA1 and PA2.

Fig. 6 Hierarchical and equivalence relation among the actors in the agriculture social network.
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Relation among actors in the museum social network

We consider the MSN as another example (see Fig. 5), where some of the actors along
with their common characteristic features, weights, and relations used in the MSN are
shown in Table 5.

Simulation environment
We have considered characteristic features of actors and four groups of actors of agriculture and museum social network as shown in Fig. 7 to simulate the GAMPSON. Initially
all actors are assigned their respective personally identifiable information, professional
information, activity, history, and social status. As actors enter the system randomly, the
GAMPSON dynamically monitors different characteristic features depending upon circumstances of actors, and corresponding relations among actors are formed. We also
provided access to actors over databases based on the relation among the actors.
Simulation Results
We have created profiles of actors of ASN and MSN based on actors characteristic features, and calculated weights of actors theoretically. Later, using the GAMPSON, the
variation of weights of actors is observed over time through simulations (on Java platform). We have varied characteristic features of the actors of ASN and MSN considering Eq. 2 and taken the average of values (we call it theoretical value). Later, we observe
characteristic features for one path, and compare with the average value (we call it
observed). The results are shown in Figs. 8 and 9, where the graphs are plotted as the
percentage of accuracy (obtained from Eq. 3) of the model for a set of actors of a group
against time for ASN and MSN, respectively, and show that the theoretical and observed
weights of actors matches closely.
Accuracy =

True value of relation − Variation in true value of relation
True value of relation

(3)

Other graphs are plotted in Figs. 10 and 11 for the percentage of accuracy of the model
for a set of actors of four groups against time for ASN and MSN, respectively, and show
Table 5 Actors along with their common characteristic features, weights, and relations
used in the MSN
Actors

Common characteristic
features

Weight of actors

Relation among actors

1. a1 G1 and a2 G1

pro1a1 G1 = PhD = 23,

Wa1 G1 = 5.75, Wa2 G1 = 4.5

Wa1 G1 > Wa2 G1
Hierarchical relation

2. a1 G1 and a3 G1

pro1a1 G1 = PhD = 23,
pro1a3 G1 = ME = 18

Wa1 G1 = 5.75, Wa3 G1 = 4.5

Wa1 G1 > Wa3 G1
Hierarchical relation

3. a2 G1 and a3 G1

pro1a2 G1 = pro1a3 G1 = ME = 18

Wa2 G1 = 4.5, Wa3 G1 = 4.5

Wa2 G1 = Wa3 G1
Equivalence relation

4. a2 G1 and a4 G1

pro1a2 G1 = ME = 18,

Wa2 G1 = 4.5, Wa4 G1 = 4

Wa2 G1 > Wa4 G1
Hierarchical relation

Wa3 G1 = 4.5, Wa5 G1 = 4

Wa3 G1 > Wa5 G1
Hierarchical relation

pro1a2 G1

pro1a4 G1
5. a3 G1 and a5 G1

= ME = 18

= BE = 16

pro1a3 G1 = ME = 18,
pro1a5 G1

= BE = 16
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Fig. 7 Simulation environment.

Actor 1 of agriculture (Theoretical)
Actor 1 of agriculture (Observed)
Actor 2 of agriculture (Theoretical)
Actor 2 of agriculture (Observed)
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Actor 4 of agriculture (Observed)
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Fig. 8 Percentage of accuracy of the model for a set of actors of a group of agriculture vs time. Here, we have
considered a set of actors of a group of agriculture social network and varied their characteristic features over
time.
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Actor 1 of museum
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Fig. 9 Percentage of accuracy of the model for a set of actors of a group of museum vs time. Here, we have
considered a set of actors of a group of museum social network and varied their characteristic features over
time.

Actor of Group 1 of agriculture (Theoretical)
Actor of Group 1 of agriculture (Observed)
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Actor of Group 2 of agriculture (Observed)
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Actor of Group 4 of agriculture (Observed)
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Fig. 10 Percentage of accuracy of the model for a set actors of four groups of agriculture vs Time. Here, we
have considered a set of actors of four groups of agriculture social network and varied their characteristic
features over time.
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Fig. 11 Percentage of accuracy of the model for a set actors of four groups of museum vs time. Here, we
have considered a set of actors of a group of museum social network and varied their characteristic features
over time.

initially significant variation in the weights of the actors, but as time increases, the
weights of the actors tend to match closely.
In order to determine the variation of relation for a set of actors over neighbourhood
of an actor, we first set up relation among actors theoretically. Later using the GAMPSON, the variation of relation for a set of actors is observed over neighbourhood of an
actor through simulations (on Java platform). We have plotted variation of relation for
a set of actors against neighbourhood of the actors. Here, we have considered a path
from 1st neighbourhood till 6th neighbourhood and plotted the normalised weight with
each actor along the path. Neighbourhood of an actor can be easily seen from Fig. 2,
where an actor aj is at first neighbourhood of an actor ai, an actor ak is at second neighbourhood, and so on. Graphs are plotted as the variation of relation for a set of actors
of a group against neighbourhood of an actor (Figs. 12, 13) for ASN and MSN, respectively, and show that the relation for a set of actors of a group is approximately same
up to first neighbourhood for without and with actor model. But as more neighbourhood of an actor is considered, there is significant improvement in the relation for actors
with our actor model than without actor model (from first neighbourhood up to fourth
neighbourhood).
Other graphs are plotted in Figs. 14 and 15 for the variation of relation for a set of
actors of four groups against neighbourhood of an actor for ASN and MSN, respectively,
and again show significant improvement in the relation for actors with our actor model
than without actor model (from second neighbourhood up to fourth neighbourhood).
In order to determine accuracy of the model for various actors, we have plotted calculated weights of various actors of a group and also of four different groups. Bar graphs in
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Actor 1 of agriculture (Without actor model)
Actor 1 of agriculture
(With actor model)
Actor 2 of agriculture (Without actor model)
Actor 2 of agriculture
(With actor model)
Actor 3 of agriculture (Without actor model)
Actor 3 of agriculture
(With actor model)
Actor 4 of agriculture (Without actor model)
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Variation of relation for a set of actors of a group of museum

Fig. 12 Variation of relation for a set of actors of a group of agriculture vs neighbourhood of an actor. Here,
we have considered a set of actors of a group of agriculture social network and observed the relationship
values up to six levels.
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Fig. 13 Variation of relation for a set of actors of a group of museum vs neighbourhood of an actor. Here, we
have considered a set of actors of a group of museum social network and observed the relationship values
up to six levels.

Variation of relation for a set of actors of four groups of agriculture
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Actor of Group 1 of agriculture (Without actor model)
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Variation of relation for a set of actors of four groups of museum

Fig. 14 Variation of relation for a set of actors of four groups of agriculture vs neighbourhood of an actor.
Here, we have considered a set of actors of four groups of agriculture social network and observed the relationship values up to six levels.
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Fig. 15 Variation of relation for a set of actors of four groups of museum vs neighbourhood of an actor. Here,
we have considered a set of actors of four groups of museum social network and observed the relationship
values up to six levels.
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Figs. 16 and 17 show the comparison of the normalised percentage of the accuracy of the
model for a set of actors of a group and indicates that the normalised accuracy values for
actors of ASN and MSN varies between 18 to 86% and 10 to 82%, respectively.
The comparison for the normalised percentage of accuracy of the model for a set of
actors of four groups are shown in bar graphs Figs. 18 and 19 for ASN and MSN, respectively, and also explains that the maximum accuracy values for group 1, group 2, group
3 and group 4 are 82, 80, 68 and 62%, respectively for ASN and the maximum accuracy
values for group 1, group 2, group 3 and group 4 are 83, 80, 66 and 64%, respectively for
MSN.
In order to determine accuracy of the model for a set of actors of a group for cross
social networks, we have taken actors of ASN and applied to MSN, and vice versa. The
graph is plotted in Fig. 20 as percentage of accuracy of the model for a set of actors of a
group of agriculture applied to museum against time, and shows large variation in theoretical and observed values over time. Another graph is plotted in Fig. 21 as percentage
of accuracy of the model for a set of actors of a group of museum applied to agriculture
against time, and also shows significant variation in theoretical and observed values over
time.
The graph is plotted in Fig. 22 as percentage of accuracy of the model for a set actors
of four groups of agriculture applied to museum against time, and shows large variation in theoretical and observed values over time. Another graph is plotted in Fig. 23 as
percentage of accuracy of the model for a set actors of four groups of museum applied to
agriculture against time, and also again shows large variation in theoretical and observed
values over time.
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Fig. 16 Normalised percentage of accuracy of the model for a set of actors of agriculture vs actor. Here, we
have considered a set of actors of agriculture social network and observed percentage of accuracy of our
model for hundred actors.
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Normalised percentage of accuracy of the model
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Fig. 17 Normalised percentage of accuracy of the model for a set of actors of a group of museum vs actor.
Here, we have considered a set of actors of museum social network and observed percentage of accuracy of
our model for hundred actors.

Fig. 18 Normalised percentage of accuracy of the model for a set of actors of four groups of agriculture vs
actor. Here, we have considered a set of actors of four groups of agriculture social network and observed
percentage of accuracy of our model for actors.
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Percentage of accuracy of the model
for a set of actors of a group of agriculture applied to museum

Fig. 19 Normalised percentage of accuracy of the model for a set of actors of four groups of museum vs
actor. Here, we have considered a set of actors of four groups of museum social network and observed percentage of accuracy of our model for actors.
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Fig. 20 Percentage of accuracy of the model for a set of actors of a group of agriculture applied to museum
vs time. Here, we have varied characteristic features of a set of actors of a group of agriculture social network
and applied them over museum social network in order to observe accuracy over time.

Percentage of accuracy of the model
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Percentage of accuracy of the model
for a set actors of four groups of agriculture applied to museum

Fig. 21 Percentage of accuracy of the model for a set of actors of a group of museum applied to agriculture
vs Time. Here, we have varied characteristic features of a set of actors of a group of museum social network
and applied them over agriculture social network in order to observe accuracy over time.
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Fig. 22 Percentage of accuracy of the model for a set actors of four groups of agriculture applied to museum
vs time. Here, we have varied characteristic features of a set of actors of four groups of agriculture social
network and applied them over museum social network in order to observe accuracy over time.
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Fig. 23 Percentage of accuracy of the model for a set actors of four groups of museum applied to agriculture vs time. Here, we have varied characteristic features of a set of actors of four groups of museum social
network and applied them over agriculture social network in order to observe accuracy over time.

In order to observe accuracy of the model for various actors for cross social networks,
we have plotted calculated weights of various actors of a group and also of four different
groups. Bar graphs in Figs. 24 and 25 show the comparison of the normalised percentage
of accuracy of the model for a set of actors of a group, and indicates that the normalised
accuracy values for actors of ASN and MSN varies between 18 and 92% and 10 and 85%,
respectively.
The comparison for the normalised percentage of accuracy for a set of actors of four
groups for cross social networks are shown in bar graphs Figs. 26 and 27, respectively,
and also explains that the maximum accuracy values for group 1, group 2, group 3 and
group 4 are 78, 72, 52 and 46%, respectively for actors of ASN applied to MSN and the
maximum accuracy values for group 1, group 2, group 3 and group 4 are 66, 56, 50 and
38%, respectively for actors of MSN applied to ASN.
Comparison of percentage of accuracy of the GAMPSON, ICT [43], and Stochastic model [38] over actors of agriculture social network and museum social network is
shown in Figs. 28 and 29, and comparison of cross social networks is shown in Figs. 30
and 31. In all the cases, GAMPSON accuracy is better (see Table 6) than ICT and Stochastic model. Average accuracy for the GAMPSON, ICT, and Stochastic model is
71–82%, 56–66%, and 49–64%, respectively.
Comparison of variation of relation for the GAMPSON, ICT, and Stochastic model
over actors of agriculture social network and museum social network is shown in
Figs. 32 and 33, and comparison of cross social networks is shown in Figs. 34 and 35. In
all the cases, GAMPSON is efficient in finding relations better (see Table 7) than ICT
and Stochastic model.
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Fig. 24 Normalised percentage of accuracy of the model for a set of actors of a group of agriculture applied
to museum vs actor. Here, we have considered a set of actors of agriculture social network and applied them
over museum social network in order to observe percentage of accuracy of our model for hundred actors.
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Fig. 25 Normalised percentage of accuracy of the model for a set of actors of a group of museum applied
to agriculture vs actor. Here, we have considered a set of actors of museum social network and applied them
over agriculture social network in order to observe percentage of accuracy of our model for hundred actors.
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Fig. 26 Normalised percentage of accuracy of the model for a set of actors of four groups of agriculture
applied to museum vs group. Here, we have considered a set of actors of four groups of agriculture social
network and applied them over museum social network in order to observe percentage of accuracy of our
model.

Fig. 27 Normalised percentage of accuracy of the model for a set of actors of four groups of museum
applied to agriculture vs group. Here, we have considered a set of actors of museum social network and
applied them over museum social network in order to observe percentage of accuracy of our model.
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Comparison of Percentage of accuracy of the GAMPSON, ICT,
and Stochastic model over actors of agriculture
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Comparison of Percentage of accuracy of the GAMPSON, ICT,
and Stochastic model over actors of museum

Fig. 28 Comparison of percentage of accuracy of the GAMPSON, ICT, and Stochastic model over actors of
agriculture vs time. Here, we have considered a set of actors of agriculture social network and varied their
characteristic features over time, and compared percentage of accuracy of the GAMPSON, ICT, and Stochastic
model.
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Fig. 29 Comparison of percentage of accuracy of the GAMPSON, ICT, and stochastic model over actors
of museum vs time. Here, we have considered a set of actors of museum social network and varied their
characteristic features over time, and compared percentage of accuracy of the GAMPSON, ICT, and stochastic
model.

Comparison of Percentage of accuracy of the GAMPSON, ICT, and
Stochastic model over actors of agriculture applied to museum
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Comparison of Percentage of accuracy of the GAMPSON, ICT, and
Stochastic model over actors of agriculture applied to museum

Fig. 30 Comparison of percentage of accuracy of the GAMPSON, ICT, and stochastic model over actors
of agriculture applied to museum vs time. Here, we have varied characteristic features of a set of actors of
agriculture social network and applied them over museum social network in order to observe accuracy of the
GAMPSON, ICT, and stochastic model over time.
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Fig. 31 Comparison of percentage of accuracy of the GAMPSON, ICT, and Stochastic model over actors
of agriculture applied to museum vs time. Here, we have varied characteristic features of a set of actors of
museum social network and applied them over agriculture social network in order to observe accuracy of the
GAMPSON, ICT, and Stochastic model over time.
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Table 6 Comparison of the GAMPSON, ICT and Stochastic model with respect to accuracy
GAMPSON (%)

ICT (%)

Stochastic
(%)

1. % of accuracy (for ASN)

83–89

6–72

50–68

2. % of accuracy (for MSN)

71–82

58–68

54 –65

3. % of accuracy (for ASN to MSN)

71– 82

51– 64

48 –61

4. % of accuracy (for MSN to ASN)

58–77

52– 62

45 –61

Comparison of variation of relation for the GAMPSON, ICT,
and Stochastic model over actors of agriculture
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Fig. 32 Comparison of variation of relation for the GAMPSON, ICT, and Stochastic model over actors of agriculture vs neighbourhood of an actor. Here, we have considered a set of actors of agriculture social network
and observed the relationship values up to six levels, and compared variation of relation for the GAMPSON,
ICT, and Stochastic model.

Conclusions
We considered the problem of building an actor model for a professional social network
by exploiting the characteristic features. The main theme of the paper was to address a
method of designing a GAMPSON, which facilitated creation of actors by utilising characteristic features such as personally identifiable information, professional information,
activity, history, and social status. Further more, instead of traditional approach that
utilises matrix of data, the proposed system first classified actors into different groups.
Secondly, it utilised various characteristics of actors, and relations such as hierarchical
and equivalence are built among actors. At last, the GAMPSON was designed for the
professional social networks such as ASN and MSN, where the acquisition of the characteristic features of actors related to the agriculture and museum were carried out. Relation among actors of the ASN and MSN were dynamically formed and updated. Our
simulations demonstrated that the graphs obtained were consistent with the generalised
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Comparison of variation of relation for the GAMPSON, ICT,
and Stochastic model over actors of museum
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Comparison of variation of relation for the GAMPSON, ICT,
and Stochastic model over actors of agriculture applied to museum

Fig. 33 Comparison of variation of relation for the GAMPSON, ICT, and Stochastic model over actors of
museum vs neighbourhood of an actor. Here, we have considered a set of actors of museum social network
and observed the relationship values up to six levels, and compared variation of relation for the GAMPSON,
ICT, and Stochastic model.
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Fig. 34 Comparison of variation of relation for the GAMPSON, ICT, and Stochastic model over actors of
agriculture applied to museum vs neighbourhood of an actor. Here, we have considered a set of actors of
agriculture social network and applied them over museum social network in order to observed the relationship values up to six levels for the GAMPSON, ICT, and Stochastic model.

Comparison of variation of relation for the GAMPSON, ICT,
and Stochastic model over actors of museum applied to agriculture
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Fig. 35 Comparison of variation of relation for the GAMPSON, ICT, and stochastic model over actors of
museum applied to agriculture vs Neighbourhood of an actor. Here, we have considered a set of actors of
museum social network and applied them over agriculture social network in order to observed the relationship values up to six levels for the GAMPSON, ICT, and Stochastic model.

Table 7 Comparison of the GAMPSON, ICT and stochastic model with respect to relation
Neighbourhood
1

2

3

4

5

6

1. Variation of relation over neighbourhood (for ASN)
GAMPSON

0.58

0.34

0.26

0.18

0.11

0.03

ICT

0.54

0.25

0.16

0.09

0.05

0.02

Stochastic

0.49

0.22

0.11

0.09

0.04

0.01

0.25

0.16

0.10

0.02

2. Variation of relation over neighbourhood (for MSN)
GAMPSON

0.56

0.33

ICT

0.51

0.27

0.22

0.12

0.06

0.01

Stochastic

0.45

0.22

0.19

0.06

0.01

0.001

3. Variation of relation over neighbourhood (ASN to MSN)
GAMPSON

0.53

0.33

0.23

0.15

0.08

0.01

ICT

0.49

0.24

0.11

0.06

0.02

0.01

Stochastic

0.42

0.21

0.07

0.02

0.01

0.001

4. Variation of relation over neighbourhood (MSN to ASN)
GAMPSON

0.52

0.31

0.23

0.14

0.06

0.01

ICT

0.43

0.26

0.14

0.10

0.04

0.01

Stochastic

0.36

0.21

0.11

0.05

0.01

0.001

formulation and the applications. The results are encouraging when we compared
the proposed model with the ICT and Stochastic model, and showed that our model
performed better in terms of finding relations more accurately. We consider that the
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proposed actor model can be used as a tool for automatically constructing a professional
social network, and can be easily deployed to find relations among actors meticulously.
The use of actor-oriented approach can change the way in which social networks
are constructed and relations among the actors are formed. It can provide practical
way to precisely generate actors of any professional social network. The only parameters required are the basic once that can be easily acquired through profiles, websites,
friends, etc. In the future, we would like to extend our model to find the main characteristic features that reflects the model most and can be used in quick construction of any
social network.
Abbreviations
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